TVS Motor Company

2013 batch Automobile Engineering students visited TVS Motor company Ltd, Hosur, Tamil Nadu. **TVS Motor Company** is the third largest two-wheeler manufacturer in India. This visit helped the students to study the various production stages in the manufacture of two wheelers.

Autokast Ltd

2012 batch Automobile Engineering students visited Autokast Ltd, Chertala, Alleppy, which is a govt subsidized industry which started in 1984 and produces cast iron product. This includes different grades of grey cast iron and SG iron casting for domestic and international market. The team visited the modern pattern shop, fettling section, heat treatment facilities, material strengthening and polishing department of the industry.

SM Kannappa Automobiles

2011 batch Automobile Engineering students visited SM Kannappa Automobiles, specialists in bus body building, especially in high end segment. Automobile engineering students who being well versed with the various aspects of vehicle body building from their classroom courses, got the necessary hands-on experience and could clear their queries with the experts in the field.
Kerala Agro Machinery Corporation Ltd.

(KAMCO) was established in the year 1973 as a wholly owned subsidiary of Kerala Agro Industries Corporation Ltd. (KAIC), Trivandrum, for manufacture of agricultural machinery specifically Power Tillers and Diesel Engines. Subsequently KAMCO became a separate Govt. of Kerala undertaking in 1986. The student of Automobile Engineering students of 2010 batch visited KAMCO and studied the manufacturing processes involved in the production of agro-machinery equipments.